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long as possible the fact that poison gas was being used
on blacks.
The British Red Cross Unit assembled on March 2 at
Alomata, and an advanced party went forward to inspect
a camping site on Korem plain,, a few miles north. The rest
of the Unit, which was attacked by shiftas^ moved three
miles up the valley (the whole of the Korem area was filled
with shiftas now, and they had already attacked a transport
column of the Dutch Red Cross, killing several of their native
guard). On March 3 the Unit gathered at their new camp on
Korem plain. The same day, between Alomata and Korem,
Holmes reported to me by radio that they had dealt with a
hundred and thirty gas cases. This was immediately
published in The Times. From then onwards the British
Government knew that if they wanted evidence on gas they
need only refer to the British Red Cross Unit, address
General Headquarters, Korem, Ethiopia.
Barton was in constant touch with the Unit.
Italian planes had previously flown over the Unit. They
knew exactly what kind of lorries it used, how it moved
from day to day, what were its ground signs, its Red Cross
Flags and its Union Jacks.
On March 4 an Italian plane flew over the new camp
at Korem. Its mark was 862, and its pilot was Vittorio
Mussolini, son of the Italian Dictator. It had a full load
of bombs.
A criminal strain must run in the family.
At an altitude of between five and six hundred feet he
circled round the camp.
Not a shot was fired at him. He said that he was shot at,
but he was not telling the truth.
He dropped forty bombs on the British Red Cross
Unit.
One hit the ground sign, forty feet wide, in the centre
of the Red Cross. Another destroyed the operating tent
where Melly and McFee were working. It was blown to
pieces : how they escaped, I do not know.
Another destroyed the tent which Holmes and Harrison
shared—they had come over in the Times-Reuter lorry
that morning.   Another set the lorry on fire.
Two Ethiopians lying in a ward-tent nearby were split

